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Literature ReviewLiterature Review
 Fries, C. 1945Fries, C. 1945
 The instances of deviation from the norms of either language which occur The instances of deviation from the norms of either language which occur 

in the speech of bilinguals as a result of their familiarity with more than in the speech of bilinguals as a result of their familiarity with more than 
one language. (Weinreich U., 1953 )one language. (Weinreich U., 1953 )

   (Haugen 1953.)  (Haugen 1953.)
 Ln transfer to Lf , linguistically and culturally, productively and Ln transfer to Lf , linguistically and culturally, productively and 

receptively (Lado, 1957)receptively (Lado, 1957)
 The Mother Tongue Influence (Corder, 1983)The Mother Tongue Influence (Corder, 1983)
 The The influence influence resulting from the similarities and differences between Lt resulting from the similarities and differences between Lt 

and Ls. (Odlin, 1989:6, 2001)and Ls. (Odlin, 1989:6, 2001)
   ““all new learning involves transfer based on previous learning.". all new learning involves transfer based on previous learning.". 

(Bransford, Brown & Cocking, 2000)(Bransford, Brown & Cocking, 2000)
 The simple L1 replacement of L2 (Ellis, 2000,2008)The simple L1 replacement of L2 (Ellis, 2000,2008)
 The cross-linguistic Influence of learner's knowledge in one L on that of The cross-linguistic Influence of learner's knowledge in one L on that of 

another L, at 10 dimensions. (Jarvis & Pavlenko, 2008)another L, at 10 dimensions. (Jarvis & Pavlenko, 2008)
 Interlanguage? (Selinker 1957?)Interlanguage? (Selinker 1957?)
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other literature about transferother literature about transfer

 Vildomec 1963Vildomec 1963
 Gass and Selinker 1983Gass and Selinker 1983
 Kellerman and Sharwood Smith 1986Kellerman and Sharwood Smith 1986
 Ringbom 1987Ringbom 1987
 Dechert and Raupach 1989Dechert and Raupach 1989
 Odlin 1989. Odlin 1989. 
 Gass and Selinker 1992Gass and Selinker 1992
 Sjoholm 1995Sjoholm 1995
 Jarvis 2002Jarvis 2002
 Cenoz, Hufeisen, and Jessner 2003Cenoz, Hufeisen, and Jessner 2003
 Cook 2003Cook 2003
 Arabski 2006Arabski 2006
 Ringbom 2007Ringbom 2007
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The Transfer Effect of Language LearnerThe Transfer Effect of Language Learner
summarysummary

 Language transfer/Language transfer/  L1 interference/linguistic L1 interference/linguistic 
interference/cross-linguistic influenceinterference/cross-linguistic influence  
 refers to refers to learner'slearner's applying knowledge from one  applying knowledge from one 

language to another language. language to another language. 
 The effect is often observed  as The effect is often observed  as the transfer of the transfer of 

linguistic features between languages in the linguistic features between languages in the 
speech repertoire of a bilingual or multilingual speech repertoire of a bilingual or multilingual 
individual, whether from individual, whether from L1L1 to  to L2L2, , L2 L2 to to L1L1 or  or 
Lx to LyLx to Ly. . 

 The Positive transferThe Positive transfer
 The Negative transfer: Learner's L1 impedes L2 The Negative transfer: Learner's L1 impedes L2 

learninglearning
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Transfer happens atTransfer happens at
 all linguistic levels all linguistic levels

 PhonologyPhonology ( (““foreign accentforeign accent””))
 SyntaxSyntax (word-for-word translation,  (word-for-word translation, ““I like I like 

very much Shanghai.very much Shanghai.””))
 Lexis Lexis (e.g. (e.g. ““false cognatesfalse cognates””,  embarrassed-,  embarrassed-

embarazada embarazada ““pregnantpregnant””))
 PragmaticsPragmatics ( (i.e. i.e. Inappropriate over-Inappropriate over-

formality or under-formality)formality or under-formality)
 MorphologyMorphology (in some dialects, shu-zi, fang- (in some dialects, shu-zi, fang-

zi, or some other diminutives)zi, or some other diminutives)
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The Transfer effect on phonologyThe Transfer effect on phonology
case study case study 

  is attested by Sichuanese learners  is attested by Sichuanese learners 
in their language learningin their language learning

 Both in Putonghua learning and Both in Putonghua learning and 
 in English learningin English learning
 Esp. resulting the nasal-lateral Esp. resulting the nasal-lateral 

confusionconfusion
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the confusion in Putonghua learningthe confusion in Putonghua learning

 The nasal-lateral confusion of The nasal-lateral confusion of 
Sichuanese speaker is observed in Sichuanese speaker is observed in 
Standard Chinese learningStandard Chinese learning
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the initial production of Sichuanese the initial production of Sichuanese 
speaker for Putonghua learningspeaker for Putonghua learning

 1. no contrast  of alveolar-fricative vs retroflex 1. no contrast  of alveolar-fricative vs retroflex 
fricative, [ts], [tsh], [s]-[tfricative, [ts], [tsh], [s]-[tʂʂ], [t], [tʂʂh], [h], [ʂʂ]]

 2.  2.  the confusion of alveolar nasal[n]-the confusion of alveolar nasal[n]-
alveolar lateral[l]alveolar lateral[l]

 3. the confusion of [x]-[3. the confusion of [x]-[ɕɕ]]
 4. the partially confusion of [p]--[ph]4. the partially confusion of [p]--[ph]
 5. the confusion of [w]-[v] in some lexical 5. the confusion of [w]-[v] in some lexical 

environmentenvironment
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examplesexamples

 Sichuanese        Standard Chinese     GlossorySichuanese        Standard Chinese     Glossory
 liu lai                  niu nai                     "milk"liu lai                  niu nai                     "milk"
 ke leng               ke neng/nen            "possible"ke leng               ke neng/nen            "possible"
 lan fang              nan fang                     "south" lan fang              nan fang                     "south" 
 kun lan                kun nan                     kun lan                kun nan                     

"difficult""difficult"
 ........... ........... 
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<M+, S->, (M-, S+)<M+, S->, (M-, S+)
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??

1. Sichuan [n] _[n] = nasaled [l]?1. Sichuan [n] _[n] = nasaled [l]?
                   _[l]                   _[l]
2. Sichuan [2. Sichuan [ȵȵ]_[]_[ØØ] -[n]? ] -[n]? ȵȵiao-niao-iao-niao-
"bird"  "bird"  ȵȵian-ianian-ian
"rearch""rearch"
3. Sichuan [3. Sichuan [ŋŋ] initial-[] initial-[ØØ] , ] , ŋŋai-ai, "love"ai-ai, "love"
4. ?4. ?
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historical evolution?historical evolution?
 [n]-->[l] in Adam Grainger 1900: [n]-->[l] in Adam Grainger 1900: Western Western 

Mandarin, the Spoken Language of West ChinaMandarin, the Spoken Language of West China..
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the confusion of English learningthe confusion of English learning

 the confusion in different environmentsthe confusion in different environments

 I refer to Li 2013, "An Experimental Study of I refer to Li 2013, "An Experimental Study of 
Negative Transfer on English Phonetic Negative Transfer on English Phonetic 
Learning From Native Nasal and Lateral Learning From Native Nasal and Lateral 
Confusion in Sichuan Dialect"Confusion in Sichuan Dialect"
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summarysummary

  63 subjects of native Sichuanese  63 subjects of native Sichuanese 
  (from different parts of Sichuan area) (from different parts of Sichuan area)
  be experimentally tested both in phonetic  be experimentally tested both in phonetic 

perception and productionperception and production
 the confusion are consistently testifiedthe confusion are consistently testified
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Lin and Wang (1992)Lin and Wang (1992)
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 Sichuanese        English     GlossorySichuanese        English     Glossory
  light                  night         "ye" light                  night         "ye"
  line                   nine           "jiu" line                   nine           "jiu"
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the interactive  transfer effect on the interactive  transfer effect on 
foreign language learning foreign language learning 

 I refer to Zhao 1995. I refer to Zhao 1995. 
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 How  should we explain such linguistic facts?How  should we explain such linguistic facts?
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Phonological Analysis on the Phonological Analysis on the 
ConfusionConfusion

 Perceptual Assimilation Model (Best 1994, 1995)Perceptual Assimilation Model (Best 1994, 1995)
 perceptual limitationperceptual limitation
 It involves discriminating between two L2 sounds It involves discriminating between two L2 sounds 

from one another(similarity category)from one another(similarity category)
 It involves distinguishing the L2 sounds from L1 It involves distinguishing the L2 sounds from L1 

sounds. (discrepancy discrimination)sounds. (discrepancy discrimination)
 phonological knowledgephonological knowledge
 psychological factorspsychological factors
 linguistic factors: linguistic factors: Marked DifferencesMarked Differences
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Perceptual Assimilation Model (Best 1994, 1995)Perceptual Assimilation Model (Best 1994, 1995)

 perceptual limitationperceptual limitation
 It involves discriminating between two L2 sounds It involves discriminating between two L2 sounds 

from one another(similarity category)from one another(similarity category)
 It involves distinguishing the L2 sounds from L1 It involves distinguishing the L2 sounds from L1 

sounds. (discrepancy discrimination)sounds. (discrepancy discrimination)
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the phonotacticsthe phonotactics
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explanation?explanation?

 relaxed life style in long traditionrelaxed life style in long tradition
 the speaker is likely to refuse more or complex the speaker is likely to refuse more or complex 

motions when there is less or simple motions when there is less or simple 
replacement.replacement.

 even the trained learner stilled produced the even the trained learner stilled produced the 
second initial [n] as [l] when there are two nasal second initial [n] as [l] when there are two nasal 
initials, in SC: niu lai vs niu-naiinitials, in SC: niu lai vs niu-nai

 for some speakers, even use "zero" to replace for some speakers, even use "zero" to replace 
the initial nasal, "niu-yiu".the initial nasal, "niu-yiu".
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Any suggestions to Any suggestions to 
help me out are help me out are 
warmly   welcome!warmly   welcome!
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